WSU Faculty Forum (Events 10, 11, and 12; Fall 2023)
Organized by WSU-NIH Protein Biotechnology Program with founding support from NIH-NIGMS supplement (3T32 GM008336-33W1)
Facilitator: Matt Peck (matthew.peck@wsu.edu)

Objectives:
1. Support our trainees and each other by exploring STEM research mentorship concepts in a faculty-centered, peer-driven facilitation, typically utilizing mentoring resources such as CIMER’s “Entering Mentoring” curriculum (https://cimerproject.org/)
2. Increase connections within and between training program faculty (three NIH programs)
   a. Predoctoral T32, Protein Biotechnology
   b. Postdoctoral T32, Immunology and Infectious Diseases
   c. Undergraduate T34, Maximizing Access to Research Careers

Semester theme: Supporting trainees navigating multiple commitments while doing research, e.g., the biotech internship.

Format:
- One-hour, synchronous, discussion-oriented Forums. In-person meetings do not include a Zoom option (no hybrid).
- A Zoom replicate is scheduled is scheduled for international attendees and is open to other participants.
- There will be no “replicates” for Faculty Forum 12, which involves a guest speaker in a combined trainer/trainee event.

Attendance Expectations: Per WSU program and NIH expectations, T32 program trainers need to attend.

Fall 2023 Program Overview (subject to change)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum event</th>
<th>Entering Mentoring topic, (and case study)</th>
<th>Objective and connections to WSU training programs</th>
<th>Dates of replicate opportunities #, Locations: Paul Allen Center (AC) for Global Health 301 or Zoom (not both, no hybrid meetings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **FF #10 Multiple Expectations** | Aligning Expectations, (“High Expectations,” a case study adapting “Multiple Expectations”) | Case study of a perfectionistic mentee with multiple deadlines. Elaborated with look at biotech internships.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     | FF#10.A (Allen 301) = Th 9/21, 12:30-1:20 PM  
FF#10.B (Allen 301) = We 9/27, 4:10-5:00 PM  
FF#10.Z (Zoom) = Tu 10/3, 8:00-8:50 AM                                                                                                                            |
| **FF #11 Mentoring Job Search**  | Promoting Professional Development, (“Concrete Steps for Networking and Partnering with Biotech”) | Explore resources for mentee-driven career prep and identify opportunities for mentor support.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        | FF#11.A (Allen 301) = Th 10/19, 12:30-1:20 PM  
FF#11.B (Allen 301) = W 10/25, 4:10-5:00 PM  
FF#11.Z (Zoom) = Tu Feb 11/7, 8:00-8:50 AM                                                                                                                     |
| **FF #12 Trainer/Trainee Entrepreneurship Forum** | “Preparing for Industry Participation and Collaboration” Guest Speaker, Scott Maloney, Director of Innovation and Private Sector Engagement, WSU |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             | Wednesday, November 1; 4:10-5:00 workshop 5:00-7:00 networking social Location TBA                                                                                                         |

Topics 10 and 11 are scheduled as replicate meetings. In Outlook invitations, replicates are denoted by letters (“A” and “B” are in person; and “Z” is on Zoom). For example, FF#10.A is the same topic as FF#10.Z, but delivered via Zoom. Topic 12 involves a guest speaker and trainee networking and will not be replicated.

FAQ: Can I attend an in-person event over Zoom.
Answer: Meeting replicates are either 100% in person or 100% over Zoom (we don’t use a hybrid format).